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FISCAL Technologies forensics software protects leading construction group
FISCAL Technologies (http://www.fiscaltechnologies.com) providers of world-class accounts payable
forensic software, has added the leading UK construction and regeneration group, Morgan Sindall plc to
their expanding list of FTSE listed customers. Their financial shared service centre processes over £2
billion worth of spend per annum through their COINS accounting system.
After a detailed proof of concept trial, the Head of Finance at Morgan Sindall quickly recognised the
benefits of using FISCAL’s AP Forensics® suite
(http://www.fiscaltechnologies.com/solutions/ap_transaction_forensics.html) daily to protect their
payables, and reduce the risk of fraud which has been increasing in the construction industry. FISCAL’s
easy to use, intuitive software delivered an immediate return on investment by pinpointing cost
reductions and helping drive process improvement.
Chris Windsor, Head of Customer Development
(http://www.fiscaltechnologies.com/customer_success/index.html), comments “We are extremely proud to
support their finance team at Morgan Sindall in their quest to have the best-in-class accounts payable
team in the construction industry.
- Ends –
Notes for Editors:
FISCAL Technologies Overview
FISCAL Technologies delivers world class accounts payable audit software for corporations and government
organisations to cut costs, protect spend, reduce risk and create best-in-class accounts payable teams.
FISCAL’s AP Forensics® enterprise suite analyses accounts payable transactions, master supplier files
and tax entries. It has been designed specifically for purchase to pay staff to run easily on a constant
monitoring, daily or weekly basis. It works alongside any accounting system and has been used to protect
hundreds of millions of transactions across the globe over the last 10 years.
For more information, please visit www.fiscaltec.co.uk or www.fiscaltec.com.
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